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INTRODUCTION

Ideas, traditions, cultures, and sciences have traveled across

this magnificent blue dot, and so has humankind. Travel has

always been a major variable in the advancement of civilizations

as people have traveled across continents and oceans, sharing

what they had and adapting what they came across. If explorers

like Columbus, Vespucci, and Vasco da Gama had not gone on

their expeditions, the land masses would not have been

discovered, nor would we have maps of seas and oceans.

Rationally travel has helped us to reach where we stand today,

and yet we want to travel further to Mars and space beyond.

Travel has ensured the survival of our species and we believe it

should bloom more, spreading knowledge and experiences

across our planet. Yatripay project strives to contribute to the

journey of "modern travel" by modernizing payment ecosystems

using blockchain technology. This whitepaper will walk you

through how Yatripay plans to implement its idea of

revolutionizing the Travel & Tourism Space.
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Mission
Before the Global Pandemic COVD-19, estimated 339

million individuals were directly or indirectly employed by

the Tourism industry accounting for every 1 in 10 jobs

globally as individuals [1], businesses and establishments

have heavily invested in this sector. The industry has taken

a harsh hit but is definitely meant to be back on its feet

once things get back to normal. Yatripay project is

committed to bring technological innovations using

blockchain which would make traveling convenient and

affordable for the masses. 

Blockchain happens to be one of the fastest growing

technologies in the world. Yatripay (YTP) is the digital

currency of Yatripay Blockchain which harnesses the power

of Proof of Stake consensus mechanism. We have

implemented a network which is fast but secure at same

time, evenly distributed but does not lack integrity and on

top of that it can be scaled to measure where it can be

utilized by enterprises for both payment and retail

applications.

Mission
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Proof of Stake
 

In any blockchain blocks are generated by a specific set of rules accepted by

everyone in the network, these rules are collectively called consensus.

Majority of blockchains including the Bitcoin Network works on Proof of Work

Consensus. The problem is, in a POW system Miner (the one who generates a

block) has to put a lot of computation power in solving a block. When the

network grows big (or tries to scale) more miners can add into the network

and difficulty of computation increases resulting in more need for

computation power. When all this happens on a big scale such as bitcoin, the

yearly power consumption sums up to be 91 terawatt-hours, much more than

the nation Finland with a population of 5.5 million.

The proof of stake changes the equation by letting miners solve the blocks

only when they can prove having access to a certain amount of coins. In this

process the coins are sent to oneself first in order to prove ownership. The

network specifies the amount and it can fluctuate depending on the number of

miners in the network and how many coins are being staked at a particular

instant of time. This adjustment is made through our difficulty adjustment

algorithms which ensures an average block time of 30 seconds. 

As one has to show and prove stake in order to mine, a Proof of Stake system

allows only asset holders to mine new blocks. This in turn reduces the number

of miners and slashes the need for more computational power. Proof of Stake

is a prominent green solution to the high carbon footprint many blockchains

are creating.
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No Centralization
 

Centralization is a big problem with every Proof of Work blockchain. It should

be understandable that in a POW system, people can buy mining hardware and

use it for solving blocks. The irony is these mining hardware are expensive and

consumes a lot of electricity (way more than household appliances). Hence

certain people with access to large funds can buy more and more of these

hardwares and can afford huge electricity bills as well. This puts the majority

of network hashrate into the hands of few individuals or groups with abundant

mining capacity and thus promotes centralization. 

Whereas, Yatripay uses Proof of Stake consensus where miners must have

some funds in order to participate in the block generation process. As

opposed to POW, in POS the need for expensive hardware gets eliminated and

the electricity consumption decreases, these both create a lower entry barrier

for miners and hence block generation happens more evenly as a lot of people

can mine. With more miners ( or stakers in POS's terms) the network grows to

be more decentralized.
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Less Electricity
Consumption

 

Global population is increasing, so is the demand for energy and the

carbon footprint left behind in the whole process. As we have already

discussed how POW networks are prone to centralization and high

energy power consumption, Bitcoin production is estimated to generate

between 22 and 22.9 million metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions a

year, or between the levels produced by Jordan and Sri Lanka, a 2019

study in scientific journal Joule found [3]. Miners in a POW system

generally work with cheap electricity sources like coal and hence Proof

of Stake seems to be a very viable solution in fixing the power-carbon

problem. 

As the need for high hashrate and expensive hardware is reduced in POS,

stakers at Yatripay blockchain can use the regular source of electricity

with their lightweight mining equipment. The requirements are so minimal

that people can stake their coins and mint new blocks just with their

laptops or desktops. This resonates with Yarticoin's vision of everyone's

active participation in the network, making this network more scalable

and vast.
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Secure
 

Behind every successful blockchain project there are two factors, one is

the community of people with different interests who are engaged in a

network for different purposes and second is the real life use case of the

blockchain itself. These two together make a financial worth of that

project, and hence security must be the utmost priority. Proof of Work

blockchains suffer from the flaw of "51% Attack", where if any individual

or group takes control of the fifty one percent hashrate of the network,

they can temper the whole blockchain, both past and future blocks. One

can imagine how many dollars such mishappenings can cost, not to

mention this valuation comes from the masses who would have invested

in any way into the project. 

Yatripay's Proof of Stake consensus makes it immune to the 51% Attack.

As in case of a Proof of Work system attackers need to control fifty one

percent or more hashrate, for Yatripay's blockchain to be tempered one

needs to take control of at least 50% of token supply. The difference

between the two is vital to understand. Hashrate can be dominated by

individuals or entities owning mining rigs or farms. While on the other

hand it is harder for someone to get hands on 50% of token supply. They

either would have to buy the 50% tokens from the market (which would

be very expensive to execute) or convenience majority of community

members to be part of their interest, both of these are enormously

complicated.
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YatriPay's Supply,
Block Rewards &

Distribution

At the time of writing this paper the above funds are securely locked and will be un-

locked quarterly after a certain number of months.

After the pre-mine YatriPay block reward starts with 2000 YTP and it halves every 2

years. Following is an overview of how the block rewards will run throughout the life of

YatriPay blockchain: 

BlockHeight                                                                    Reward

1-1000                                                                                             4,623,250 YTP (PREMINE)

1001-2103400                                                                               2,000 YTP

2103401-4203400                                                                        1,000 YTP

4203401-6308200                                                                       500 YTP

6308201-8410600                                                                       250 YTP

8410601-10513000                                                                      125 YTP

10513001-126154000                                                                  62.5 YTP

126154001-14717800                                                                   31.25 YTP

14717801-Infinity                                                                         0 YTP
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By network rule a maximum of 13,000,000,000 (13 billion) YTP can ever exist. YatriPay

Team has already pre mined 35.56% of supply, summing up to be 4,623,250,000 YTP.

Following is an overview of how the pre-mine funds would be utilized for various

purposes: 

70% (3,236,275,000 YTP) Locked

10% (4,623,250,00 YTP) Put on Public Sale

5% (231,162,500 YTP) Put on Private Sale

5% (231,162,500 YTP) Allocated for Staking Rewards

5% (231,162,500 YTP) Allocated for Yatripay Team

3% (138,697,500 YTP) Used for Promotion

2% (92,465,000 YTP) Allocated for Advisors
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1. Locked 70%

Seventy percent (70%) of the pre-mine coins will be 'Locked' which accounts for

3,236,275,000 YTP. These coins will be unlocked after 2 years of 'Private Sale' and will be

released quarterly over the next 3 years. This fund will be used in various ways to

support the Yatripay Project.

2. Public Sale 10%

Ten percent (10%) of the pre-mine coins will be put on 'Public Sale' which accounts for

4,623,250,00 YTP. These coins will be offered to the general public through various

platforms.

3. Private Sale 5%

Five percent (5%) of the pre-mine coins will be put on 'Private Sale' which accounts for

231,162,500 YTP. These coins will be unlocked after 11 months of 'Public Sale' and will be

released quarterly over next 2 years. The Private Sale is meant to bring investment in

the project through private investors.

4. Staking Rewards 5%

Five percent (5%) of the pre-mine coins will be allocated for 'Staking Rewards' which

accounts for 231,162,500 YTP. Yatripay has its own Staking Platform available for both

web and mobile, users can lock their funds for certain periods and earn rewards.
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5. Team 5%

Five percent (5%) of the pre-mine coins will be allocated for 'Yatripay Team' which

accounts for 231,162,500 YTP. These coins will be unlocked after 7 months of 'Public

Sale' and will be released quarterly over next 4 years. This fund will help the Yatripay

Team to expand and hence will bear technical expenses of the project.

6. Promotion 3%

Three percent (3%) of the pre-mine coins will be used for 'Promotion' which accounts

for (138,697,500 YTP). These coins will be available for bearing promotional expenses of

the project, it would help us reach out among masses and spread the idea Yatripay is

built on.

7. Advisors 2%

Two percent (2%) of the pre-mine coins will be allocated for 'Advisors' which accounts

for 92,465,000 YTP. These coins will be unlocked after 13 months of 'Public Sale' and will

be released quarterly over next 4 years. This fund will help the project to hire skilled and

seasoned advisors bringing valuable feedback and inputs.

Yatripay commits to maintain a stable base price for next six months after the

Public Sale with a 100% risk coverage. In this time period Yatripay Projects plans

to educate people about blockchain and crypto in order to promote more

awareness about the same. In the risk coverage period of six months we will be

backing everything with Project's reserve funds and assure everyone that there

won't be any pump & dump.
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YatriPay
Staking
Platform
In order to increase access to the

YatriPay network, the project has

its own web wallet with virtual

staking feature. Blockchain

staking happens to be somewhat

complex and demands technical

know-hows. While staking with

personal computers, one requires

to keep the machine Turned ON all

the time and ensure a 24x7

connectivity to the internet. The

other way is to run staking node

on a Virtual Private Server (VPS)

but again it needs hands-on

knowledge of the Linux operating

system and the user will have to

pay recurring cost of the server as

well.
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Shopping,  Banking,  Entertainment and a thousand other things are under
your f ingertips when equipped with a smartphone and internet.  The world
is going through the digital  revolution where Metaverse is a ground
breaking innovation.  Yatripay envisions making use of this invention by
developing a metaspace exclusively for travel .  There are mil l ions of
destinations around the globe,  not even the most seasoned travellers
have seen every corner of the world.  But with this digital  invention
Yatripay plans to launch an exclusive metaspace,  where people can
explore various famous destinations and monuments virtually.

The idea is not to turn the travel  total ly digital  but provide the budding
travellers with a taste of what a place is l ike.  Nowadays people make use
of Google and Youtube while carrying research about a possible place
they would travel  to.  Metaspaces use AR and VR technology and the
experience is very close to real  l i fe.  Hence the end goal here is to let
people see and feel  a place virtually,  this would add to virtual  travel  but
then travellers can decide if  they want to vis it  this place in real  l i fe.  The
end goal here is only to promote more travel  using whatever digital
means are avai lable at our disposal .

Yatripay & Metaverse



YatriPay's Use Cases
 
 

YatriPay is committed to integrate it's blockchain network across the globe with
various players in the travel and tourism industry. The major target is to use
YatriPay for instant transaction settlements where travellers can settle the
payments using YTP only. We have plans to pen partnerships with different
businesses in the tourism ecosystem. These are the use cases YatriPay will

implement initially.
 

>> Use of YTP for Hotel Bookings
>> Use of YTP for Cab Bookings

>> Use of YTP for Travel Packages
>> Establishing YTP as an asset which would exclusively benefit travel

enthusiasts.



Roadmap



It is very true that the tourism industry took a severe hit during
the Global Pandemic. At the same time after the first and second
wave of COVID-19 the world saw something called 'Revenge
Travel'. Pandemic changed how the world operates, work from
home became the new normal and people avoided stepping
outside due to fear of catching infection. But as people were
constantly missing the access to recreational tourism, after the
first and second wave they flooded the travel destination in large
numbers and this started the term 'Revenge Travel'. We firmly
believe that once the situation is back to normal, the travel
industry is going to see a boom as never before. 

Famous American automobile racer Bobby Unser quotes "Success
is where preparation and opportunity meets''. The Yatripay Project
has been preparing for the right opportunity when the Tourism
industry will be back on its feet, standing stronger than ever.
Vision of the project is to plug Blockchain Technology in this
ecosystem and make travel more accessible and affordable for
people. As Yatripay Project commits itself to disrupt this industry
with many positive ventures, it is attainable that the YTP would
see consistent gains in value as well. Yatripay Project would be
making consistent developments and hence very positively will
connect a wide array of people to the project. 

Yatripay firmly believes that this idea would transform the
tourism sector and hence looks forward to building a solid
community of crypto and travel enthusiasts as nothing big has
ever been achieved without support of masses. Our innovation,
Your Trust.

Conclusion
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Atul Kapoor
Co-Founder & CTO

 
Atul is an IITB alumnus and comes with an experience of
16+ years in technology and has led tech in organisations

like Rediff.com, Balaji, India.com, and Mswipe.com. He
has built 4 SaaS products in both B2C & B2B space and

has successfully sold one of the products Shopxie to
Mswipe in 2018.
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Varun Sethi is a lawyer by profession with an inclination

toward startup evangelism. He is a self-confessed
technology fanatic. Sethi has been a startup consultant
since 2012, building a solid client base with technology

companies.
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Co-Founder & CBO

 
Forex, Cryptocurrency, and Equities. Founder of aRIA

Currency, Lunareum Finance, and Technical Forex
Strategies. 

Shubham Bagwari
Innovative Product Developer

 
A video analyst product developer. The work involves

working around applied computer vision using
conventional CV as well as DL-based CV, and some

infrastructure development around it. Currently working on
a video analysis project at TIH-ihub Drishti, IIT Jodhpur.


